"Home Sweet Home"

July 31, 1919

Dear Rob,

If I can keep my eyes open long enough to write this letter, it's already late. But Ruth is here and of course we've used up the stay light and part of the night talking. This afternoon we called down at Buck's now you know that was fine. Jim is having Bessie make her address and I did go with her every time she goes. The Ford took a crazy spell and I couldn't 'crank it. Ruth and I just simply pushed it off down the
hill and it started right
away.
Oh say why didn't you
go to the Association?
We went yesterday and
had a delightful time.
The day was fine, roads
good, hots of folks and
plenty of good things to
eat fell together made a
right nice day.
Elizabeth was right there,
all dressed up. And dining
that nice stuff. Don't
think she saw me this
time, guess she looked
over one entirely altho'
I'm nearly as tall as she.
Harry and Jack were driving
their Fords right along with
their ladys by their sides.

We certainly have been
sounded since Mom and Lydia and the children. I want to see them and the picture of Virginia is very badly. Rather expect to see them about Sunday. The Bragg and my friend are planning to go down to Covin and see can we have one more big time at that dear old place. You know it has been sold last time to meet other if you remember it will be 2 years ago Sun that we had such a time at Cove's Leap. Hope that it won't be so warm and we can go down there again this time take some pictures etc.

I am still planning for some fun this weekend the Hatchers will spend that night here and Kathleen may bring the girl who be sure to come up. I am so time as I can and the will am afraid we can't get out Monday, so Sat and Sun will be the only time for meeting the
young people so don't fail us
I said something to Barry
about coming, but he politely declined, saying
he had promised to visit
Edward. Now isn't that
a go. Ruth was anyone
to meet him as she
knows the Graves girl
he's all in the family
then am afraid Jack
will be otherwise engaged
and Elmer is in Fort Collins
now I claim that looks
like having her meet
the boy. To cap it all
some one said there
was another Peaks trip
on foot, so I even be
surprised to hear the reef
have gone up there and
then all will be over as far as young folks are concerned. I have an idea Hugh will be in the end of Ada will not be lonesome. I hope that a great deal this week about that proposition you were talking about and am wondering if you have changed your mind. I do feel sorry for you for I can imagine just how you feel about part of it. Anyway and it is not easy just keeping you in a boat study all the time. Don't think I ever heard of so many changes he is scheduled for this fall.
but I have a sneaking idea that some things will not come off exactly as some have planned. How about you?

I hear so many things here lately that I nearly get disgusted with everything. Please excuse all mistakes, am too sleepy to correct.

Good night.

Ever,

Dilley

O.S. Fri. A.M.

I didn't mean to steal you knife, Sue, and didn't really know I had it until I noticed it on the dresser after you left. I dropped it there where Ruth and Nellie saw it. I suppose we may have Homer to notify the young folks as I hate this inviting nonsense. You tell anyone you may see too, and come on yourself. I am taking a cake this A.M. and of course there's plenty of cleaning to do but don't think I do much of it. I'm just too sick to do it. Don't get tired, I don't imagine.

Hastily,

Lindy
Mr. R. G. Johnson,
Moneta, Virginia